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this high-tech reliance on magic is an aside to the overall theme of the series – many problems have
mystical elements to them, and all are ultimately resolved by the wizards, using magic. but because
the magical arts are relatively less explored and better understood than their high-tech counterparts,
they have a more basic, ‘common person’ feel to them. dresden spends a lot of time walking around
and talking to the people he meets, and though he certainly has abilities to cast spells, he prefers to

work mostly by taking a potion, using his sight, or finding a willing victim and touching them. that
said, he is aware of his own abilities and faults, and is always desperate to do what is best for his

allies. anything a wizard does at any time is tied to his own timeline; when he dies, his power
disappears with him. a wizard may steal magic from other people, but only from those within his own
timeline. other wizards can steal his aura from inside his body, creating what are called 'experienced

auras'. they also can steal his natural gifts from one another; in one instance, one of his students
stole his extraordinary eyesight from him. dresden uses a variety of different vehicles to move

around the city - including a motorcycle, a bicycle, a rowing boat, a heated rowboat, a variety of
cars, and a variety of other means. however, he never flies on an airplane, and is wary of them - in

his first novel, he attempts to push a regular flight off an airplane, gets shot by a colleague, and
realizes that flying is an imperfection. he believes that a person who ventures off the ground has lost

his spiritual connection to the land, and loses a part of himself; a wizard's connection to this world
should be strong and unbreakable.
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